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State Tech Crossword Puzzle #1
Complete the crossword puzzle below.

Across
4. The graduates from Electrical Distribution Systems help keep the lights on
7. Our Auto Collision program can help fix _____ vehicles...
10. Our Dental Assisting Program helps provide a good one for their patients
12. From the classroom to your career, we are the...
13. If you are detail-oriented and like making things, you should explore our Precision _____ program
16. State Tech is ranked #3 in the country by...
17. Graduates in the CTG program may tend to the _____ on a course or in a stadium
18. Learn to draw these mechanical, architectural, electrical, structural, and civil in Drafting & Design Engineering Technology
19. One of the skills learned in our Advanced Manufacturing program in St. Charles
20. State Tech is ranked #1 in the country by...

Down
1. Exciting program working in health care, but maybe not with patients
2. These graduates will help keep our homes comfortable year round.
3. You can go here to grab a bite, workout, or play a game of pool...
5. A Physical Therapist Assistant may help a patient regain this through therapy
6. State Tech is #1 in Missouri for...
8. We have several programs CAT, Heartland, and Medium/Heavy Truck that teach skills to work on _____ equipment and technology
9. State Tech currently has a 99%...
11. This program provides the training needed to design, install, and support computer systems and how talk to each other
14. Current President of State Tech...
15. A short way to describe a skill taught in our Medical Radiologic Technology program
State Tech Crossword 2
Complete the crossword puzzle below

Across
3. Jason and Becca are always helpful when students need assistance. They are our...
5. This event kicks off the college year each fall
8. With no NCAA Basketball Tournament this year, we experienced...
9. Our student government abbreviation...
11. Space in the ITC where you can go to study, read, even check out a movie
13. Group of activities during the first week of classes
14. 2019 Stanley Cup Champions and our new bubble hockey machine home team!
15. Grab a book for class or a great State Tech hoodie!
16. We have 9 cottages for student...
20. Where can you get a hot breakfast or lunch in the ITC?

Down
1. State Tech students compete in sports and games for prizes...
2. Phi Theta Kappa hosts a ___ tournament each fall
4. Vice President for Student Affairs
6. Where can you grab a bite in the Activity Center?
7. This is the weekly video blog created by Brandon McElwain
10. Name of the dance party Student Activities hosted this fall
12. This team helps prospective students navigate the process to become a student...
17. Travis Mitchell is going to win this intramural event Spring 2019
18. 2020 NFL Super Bowl Champions
19. Where students go for tutoring from Lorinda and Desiree...
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State Tech Faculty Scramble

NELMLANAG
MIWNAED
XOC
SOJE
DNINRA
TAKTL
REIRAZF
HOTRESRB
REIFEJFS
FCKERRUHBOF
SEENRTOP
APMEIKN
LILSNCO
SUEKNM
SCHAWETZR
RACESHEF
NYIFAL
MAZE

Get Ben Berhorst to the Hog Roast